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B R O O K LY N
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
founciecl May 10.1993
ON SEC

Maria Heinric'n (H) 212 262-0906
(W) 212 S88-9840

(H) 212 650-9525
Keitti Kanaga (H) 212 340-7739
David Croft

(W) 212 705-S148

Call the HASH HOTLINE at 212 427-4692 (spells 212 HASH NYC) any time for the
location of the next run

Ranfiding Hareline

Feb 13, Monday, 7pm (Run 54) -Atlantic Ave. stop on the 2, 3, 4, 5, D, &
Q l i n e s ,
Or take the B, M, N, or Rlines to Pacific Ave and walk afew
blocks. It's the comer of Hanson Place and Flatbush Ave.

Hare: JM Kanaga

Feb 20, Monday, 3pm (Run 55) -President's Day; a3pm run; location tbd
Hare; Jeanne

CoHare: Jeff

Feb 27, Monday, 7pm (Run 55) -location tbd
Hare: Marie Wickham

Instant Reolav Run 53, Hare: Gweve Uhr Mob: Bar. Smith’s Tavern, 44Q 5th
A v e

Gweye Lehr Moh pulled off one of the best visual stunts in virgin hare history
by using colored chalk that we could see.

This is in distinct contrast to his

predecessors, all of whom used the same colored chalk so we couldn’t see
Another
it, or because it was so cute, so colorful, so .■■pastel.
inauspicious event, starting at acorner without asubway stop, also worked

out quite nicely as everyone, including Scott, found the start. The third, and
perhaps most satisfying event was Gweya Lehr Moh giving the pack the

direction of the on trail while DB2 was fussing with his jacket, tying his shoe

laces, pomading his hair, something other than paying attention. So the pack
took off, DB2 remained at the start, then assisted the hare in relaying the

bags to the hashmobile. Seems Hare GLM had forgotten to tell the pack to
take the bags there themselves.

After abit of running around the trail ran up to Prospect Park, where it

headed south, or so we thought. Actually, the trail had gone into the park,
but the pack found the on trail without noticing there was acheck. This was
great for the pack, terribly unfortunate for Hamish Haggisbreath, who found
the check afew minutes after the pack and decided the on trail was straight
ahead rather than to the right as the pack had done. Dave Hardy also was
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caught out, but managed to pump those legs fast enough to catch up twenty
m i n u t e s l a t e r. M o r e o f T h e H a m i s h l a t e r.

Meanwhile the pack was passing Farrell’s, thinking what afine thing it would
be indeed if we got to the On On before we got to the first check. It was
not

to

be.

More running around, including anice spot through some

M a r i e
pedestrian walkways which were totally dark, totally deserted.
Wickham led us through these dangerous looking alleys. Fortunately for us

she’s so threatening looking that no one bothered us.
The finish at Smith's was most welcome; good brews on tap, including the
Bass we drank, mostly. Apool was assembled for Haggisbreath, since we
were in the bar in about 45 minutes (well done, Gweye Lehr Moh), and as

those who had been behind Hamish came in, apool seemed the right thing to
do. The times selected ranged from 1hour, 30 minutes (Schnipper) to 2
hours, 1minutes (Laurence Dubelle, abarfly from the 50th Run On On at
Carriage House who acquired his first BH3 sweatshirt before his first BH3
run, and who is on afirst name basis with every bartender at the Carriage
House. This man has officer potential.) Unusual for Scott to have the most

positive view of apersonal performance, but it paid off as Hamish came in at
1hours 25 minutes, more or less, totally exhausted, ruddy knead, and very
relieved rot to have been abandoned.

This was an excellent effort all the way around, and especially encouraging

after Gweye Lehr Moh's reported success as avirgin hare with the New York
City Hash afew weeks before. Everyone else should probably forget about
using colored chalk,

SFH3 Bay tn Rmakers Weekend See attached flyer; where else would ahash
registration sheet have a"vegetarian meals" selection? Calcutta?
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